Despite opposition, 21-only sails

BY INGA BEYER

After grappling with the idea for years, the Iowa City City Council voted for the first time last week to make the legal drinking age in bars 21. The measure was opposed by some students and by tavern owners, who worry that it would hurt business.

"Simple put, too many people in our community are drinking themselves into harms way and harming themselves," said University of Iowa President Bruce Harreld.

The council voted to raise the legal drinking age in bars to 21 on Tuesday as Marines and U.S. Army troops repulse Iraqi attack. U.S. Marines squeezed from the east against

"Saddam Hussein's fading government."

Army troops repulse Iraqi attack

BY WILLIAM BRANSON AND ANTHONY SHADID

WASHINGTON POST

BAGHDAD — After turning back a fierce counterattack, U.S. Army troops in Baghdad consolidated their hold on the western bank of the Tigris River on Tuesday as Marines moved across the city's eastern side.

U.S. troops anticipated they would have to fight their way through Baghdad, and they did.

Despite the display of resistance, Iraqis allowed the U.S. forces for their determination. Baghdad residents appeared to be collapsing rapidly to their knees. Casualties included several other cities in the south over the last week, totaling some 30,000 in the capital and 300 journalists.

"No, I'm not getting his hopes up, but she would've..."

Spouses of those deployed try to cope

BY JEFFREY PATCH

WASHINGTON -- Laura Delong just talked on Monday evening with her husband, Michael, a specialist with the 101st Airborne who is stationed in Kuwait.

Delong is the wife of one of those deployed in Iraq.

With the 160 military troops in 100 exits from a mall, the only method of transportation with loved ones back home were those brief but meaningful phone calls.

"He's just fine, just fine," Delong said. "I have no reason to doubt him."

"I'm sure you and I can't wait to talk to you again," Pignel says on the tape. "Love you."

Teresa Penal, an ROTC student at the University of Iowa, has been away from her friend for nearly a month.
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Spouses of those deployed try to cope

By Anthony Shadid

BAGHDAD — U.S. troops fired a tank round Tuesday at the Pakistani使馆, which was among several diplomatic missions that are surrounded by thousands of Iraqi troops.

The third round marked the first time that American soldiers have fired directly on a diplomatic mission in Baghdad, and could signal a new phase in the war against Iraq.

"People get drunk there. They pro-party and panty shops, too," Councillor Ross Williams, who sponsored the ordinance, said. He said the measure would promote better behavior at bars and restaurants.

The proposed calls for a $50 fine for each alcohol bottle seized from a bar or restaurant that serves alcohol to a minor.

"Clearly, there's a need for enforcement of the current legal age. It only applies to bars and restaurants," said Michael Delphy and Joseph Pignel, both 20.

Spouses of those deployed try to cope
Hart: Iraq war damages U.S. security

By CALVIN HINNICK

CALVIN HINNI CK

The Daily Iowan

Calvin Hinnick is the Daily Iowan bureau chief in Washington D.C.

Testing for a possible campaign for the Democratic presidential nomination, Colorado Sen. Gary Hart said Thursday that the war in Iraq was "bleeding the country dry." Hart said the United States "can't risk another Vietnam," and in a Washington speech, he warned that an attack on terrorism would add to the "national debt without precedent."

"Our warnings were not heeded," Hart said in a speech to the American Society of Newspaper Editors. "And the results in the campaign we have are now visible in Iraq." If the United States "is not to go war in the next campaign," he said, "we must discard the politics of the past and kick open a hornet's nest of antiwar sentiments that could be the basis of a major theme for the next campaign." Hart said the war in Iraq was "not about oil, a war of delusion; it is about oil and, most importantly, about terrorism." Hart added that the war in Iraq was "not about oil, a war of delusion; it is about oil and, most importantly, about terrorism."

"Iraq's leader, Saddam Hussein, is a terrorist who has been violent for many years in the Middle East," Hart said. "And the United States has been given no assurance that it is a terrorist, that it is not a terrorist, that it is not a terrorist."

"If the United States is not to go war in the next campaign," he said, "we must discard the politics of the past and kick open a hornet's nest of antiwar sentiments that could be the basis of a major theme for the next campaign."

"Even then, there are many Americans who have not supported the war," Hart said. "And the United States has been given no assurance that it is a terrorist, that it is not a terrorist, that it is not a terrorist." Hart added that the war in Iraq was "not about oil, a war of delusion; it is about oil and, most importantly, about terrorism."
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Venezuelan politics boil over in Iowa City

BY AMIR EFRAN

IOWAN

A group of Venezuelans pounce before watching a Final Four game on April 3. For tens of thousands, the war surface lies disagreements over politics in their home country.
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A group of Venezuelan students pounce before watching a Final Four game on April 3. For tens of thousands, the war surface lies disagreements over politics in their home country.
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The 60-year-old entered Venezuela's political scene in 1998, when he initially crossed the line as a member of the center-left coalition that later became known as the Union for Victory. Chavez, from an unplugged village in the rural area of his family, has since become one of the most influential figures in the world.

Chavez, who won the presidency in 1999, has been a controversial figure. While some see him as a populist who has improved the lives of the poor, others view him as an autocratic leader who has suppressed dissent.

As the rift between the two countries continues to grow, the question of how to resolve the conflict remains. Some see a diplomatic solution as the only way to avoid further bloodshed, while others argue that military action is necessary to protect the interests of the U.S.

The situation is particularly sensitive for the U.S., which has long had close ties to Venezuela. The two countries have a history of cooperation on issues such as oil and trade, and the U.S. has a large military presence in the region.

Despite the tensions, there have been some signs of hope for a resolution. In recent months, there have been talks between the two countries on issues such as the border dispute and the exchange of diplomats.

But these talks have been met with skepticism by many in the region, who fear that a compromise may not be possible. The situation remains a source of concern for the international community, and there is a need for a peaceful resolution to the conflict.
Iowa cows deliver clones

BY AMY LORENZEN
ASSOCIATE PRESS

IOWA CITY. Iowa WFSU and Tran-eggs, replacing the cows' own embryos from the San Diego calf, if it survives, is expected to produce an animal native to Julia and Thomas. The gene assigned "Nan" was born in January 2001, but died two days later of pneumonia, a naturally occurring disease. Scientists have associated cloning technology, including a low survival rate. Woolson said the next month will be an important time in the facility's development and survival.

"Basically we're giving the baby banteng's development a boost, so we can watch them closely and going to have to wait and see," he said.

Hmimssa details life of crime

BY DAVID RINK
ASSOCIATE PRESS

Hmimssa said, "I became a crime artist.

He said he used a device to record information from credit cards handed to him by the bank and used them to fraudulently charge cards. He later downloaded the information onto a computer and used it on his credit card that bore the name Vuillaume and another alias, Edwardz Clien.

An afternoon of toe-tapping fun with a mixture of light classics, novelties and brilliant instrumental solos. The Great Sousa marches are performed as tap-rile encore.

Sunday, April 13, 3 p.m.

FOR TICKETS cal!. (319) 335-1160 or www.uiowa.edu/hauchre

*Supported by Mert Moss/Coment

State lawmakers recently targeted Trans Ova with a $3 million bill to boost the state's biotechnology industry and keep companies like it from leaving the state. More than half the funds would be aimed at Trans Ova.

Hmimssa said, "I became a crime artist."

With his computer skills, he turned to credit-card fraud in 2000.

"After that, I became a crime artist," Hmimssa said. "I became a crime artist."

He said he used a device to record information from credit cards handed to him by the bank and used them to fraudulently charge cards. He later downloaded the information onto a computer and used it on his credit card that bore the name Vuillaume and another alias, Edwardz Clien.

A hunting scene calls for a battle Friday at Iowa State Trans Ova Center.
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Bush said, Blair and lack international legitimacy. Monday night designed to resolve losing grip specifics of the relationship agreement, adding a new adjective to pledges of Council members have voiced meetings here with British Hussein Baghdad building where he and Tuesday he does not know involved, along with the Bush said. Written statement, that authority. "Bush said the Hussein, Baghdad building where he and Tuesday (the other is the vast Republican Palace, and its ornate "New Presidential Palace," said Capt. John one of two presidential palaces seized by the 2nd Brigade from a front lawn carved up by the gate, is an M1A1 Abrams the windows are bulletproof, the city looks tranquil. The windows are bulletproof, through the palace. But, as always seems to globe in the facade detracts from the second-floor parlor. Approximately 20 of them all in a stem of the main under a tap to shade them from the mistiring sun. At the right side of the building's entrance, the gaping hole in the facade detriks somewhat from its curbly appeal. And, with debris all over the floors, the Sigal is definitely a floor-sitter. But, as always seems to happen when such a place suffers heavy damage, carapace debris, including one affixed to the dome of a three-story atrium, justインド the floor entrance."

In a conference building, the building's entrance, the gaping hole in the facade detriks somewhat from its curbly appeal. And, with debris all over the floors, the Sigal is definitely a floor-sitter. But, as always seems to happen when such a place suffers heavy damage, carapace debris, including one affixed to the dome of a three-story atrium, justインド the floor entrance."

**NATION**

Senior Democrats want Halliburton Investigation

WASHINGTON (AP) - House Democratic leaders Dick Cheney's former company has received beyond treatment from the Pentagon, senior House Democrats asked Congress' investigative agency Tuesday to dive into contracts awarded Halliburton Co. over the past two years. Halliburton's KBR subsidiary has a record of grasping the government in contracts awarded without competition. Reps. Henry Waxman of California and John Dingell of Michigan addressed a letter to the General Accounting Office.

Halliburton spokeswoman Wendy Hall said the lawmakers have ignored the exemplary record of the Houston-based firm for employed Cheney as chief executive officer from 1999 to 2000 and still pinn deflected compensations for his services during that period.

**WAL*MART VISION CENTER**

- Eye Exams starting at $3.00
- Contact Lens Exams $5.00
- Disposable contacts starting at $5.50-
- Outside prescriptions filled

**Reminders for Bicycle Operation**

- Ride safely. Reckless riding is not permitted.
- Never ride on the grass and planting beds.
- Never ride in University buildings.

**UBSpring Cleaning Sale**

The marked price of selected items

Wednesday thru Friday

April 9-11, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

All sales are final. No returns or exchanges will be made.

**University Bookstore**

Iowa Memorial Union - The University of Iowa

We accept

American Express - Discover

Student Faculty Staff ID

319.335.3179 • www.book.uiowa.edu

**Reminders for Bicycle Operation**
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Letters to the Editor -

Current protests don’t need ‘60s influence

I would like to respond to Ray Don’s letter of March 21st. It apparently seems necessary to compare student protests from the Vietnam War with the ones of today. This argument is ridiculous, in itself. If we had to compare what the students had to confront and what the current students face, I think we would have to compare “those things right” and not maybe those things that we could actually overcome and meet, instead of using them as a reason to dismiss the current protests. The United States is a country that has not only been in war since it was born, but it has also subjected other countries to conditioning therapy intended to preserve their status and self-confidence as a result of the United States’ strength at that time. The comparison that we make today is a way to reflect on the past, and it is something that we should not be using to legitimize any current protests. Instead, we should focus on understanding the students’ motivations and demands, and not on comparing them to protests from the past.

You can’t pass through the college without noticing the numerous students protesting against various issues, each one with a different motive. While some are protesting against tuition fees, others are fighting for better labor conditions, and yet others are demanding an end to police brutality. It is important to understand that the current protests are not a continuation of the protests from the past, but a reflection of the current socio-political situation. The United States is not the same country it was 60 years ago, and the challenges that the students face today are different from those of the past. It is essential to support the current protests and work towards a better future, not only for ourselves, but also for the generations to come.

I would also like to argue that the comparison of current protests to those of the past is not only misleading, but also a way to justify the current government’s policies. The United States has a history of suppressing student protests, and this has not changed over time. It is crucial to understand that the past protests were not just a reflection of the current socio-political situation, but also a result of the lack of representation and the suppression of the students’ rights. The comparison that we make today is not only a way to legitimize the current government’s policies, but also a way to silence the current students’ voices.
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Ben Harper has gained a solid reputation as a versatile musician through his diverse work. Harper's most recent album, "Something to Slidin' Through a World of Music," is a testament to his ability to blend different genres and styles. The album features a variety of musical influences, including rock, blues, and folk, showcasing Harper's flexibility and skill as a performer.

Harper's work is characterized by its emotional depth and rawness. Songs like "Amen" and "Blessed to be a Witness" demonstrate his commitment to socially conscious themes. His performances are often marked by a sense of urgency and a desire to connect with his audience. Harper's acoustic guitar work is particularly noted for its emotional impact, with songs like "The River and the Thread" and "I's the Blues" offering a deep sense of melancholy and longing.

In "Live a Hundred Lifetimes," Harper explores the idea of living a life that is full of experience and adventure. The song is a powerful statement on the importance of living in the moment and not being afraid to take risks. It is a reminder of the beauty that can be found in life's trials and tribulations.

Overall, "Something to Slidin' Through a World of Music" is a captivating album that showcases Ben Harper's growth as an artist. It is a testament to his ability to adapt and evolve, while still maintaining a sense of authenticity and integrity. Whether you're a fan of his earlier work or are new to his music, this album is sure to offer something for everyone.
U.S. tightens Baghdad grip

Continued from Page 1A

As it was working through the bureaucracy and legal process, the U.S. has stopped the protests and demonstrations, limiting the number of people who have an opportunity to express their views.

IRAQ

Continued from Page 1B

"We're concerned that the U.S. military personnel may not be able to continue their efforts on the ground because of the political difficulties.

Quality

Summer@Simpson is a quality summer camp program serving liberal arts colleges in the Midwest.

Flexible

A wide variety of schedules are available for evening, day and web classes with over 100 course options. Admission is not required to take classes. Financial aid may be available.

Inexpensive and affordable

Three categories: campus, evening, and web. Thursday evening classes begin May 29, and web classes begin June 9. Summer@Simpson is the best choice.

Booking

To register, visit www.simpson.edu/summer or call 515-961-4547. Summer@Simpson is a quality summer camp program serving liberal arts colleges in the Midwest.

The group of organizers included 100 members of parents, spouses, boyfriends, and children of the troops and meets once a month at the lowest level food equipment area on the site of protecting troops and plant distinguishes nurses agents from positions. A non-government scientist and physician photographed the street signage to show one viewpoint of the protest.

A mobile team, dispatched by helicopter from Kandahar, entered the site with more sophisticated gear.

Those left behind support each other

FAMILIES

Continued from Page 1A

"Although I miss his physical presence, I know he's doing fine. Besides, there are 10 of us to keep him company," said Chubb. "That's the hard part.

Those that left behind support each other.

NEWS

21-only measure passes

21-ONLY

Continued from Page 1A

my business downtown out of business," Peter said to Lehman after the mayor cut his fait pas- sionate 10-minute speech.

He was interrupted more than 50 times ques- tioning in the ordinance who he said needed less cooperation in the establishment in the following fill-in-the-blank space, "a few lines that were limita- tion with a parent or a spouse.

"I don't think it's fair, the parent, guardian or guardian who may not be under the same limit as parents.

Also, he added, "how can we say that it's fair, but the person with them does not?"

Porter's points were in line with support that was gathered to support the ordinance. They're a good move against the ordinance, he said. "We live in a college town with young people. I love this. I'm not ready to give up my downtown. It's a safe place as well as businesses.

"This evening, we have 25 of the 40 reminders warned counselors that econom- istic activity downtown would die if the city enacted the ordinance. It looks like the ordinance that was passed would have been, and that students will have access to alcohol at the time they face raise in the fall.

"If you pass this, downtown will be turned inside out," Iowa City resident Reid Le- hman told counselors.

National Guard Army

"People need to understand that working on is going to be a lot of help," she said. "We're there to support each other and the troops that are fighting. Not all the men and women over there support the war, but they are there to get the job done.

Tina Pentilip participates in the support group, volunteering for the groups two days a week and providing the necessary help for families that have lost a senior in their junior year.

"It's really helpful to talk to other people who are in the same situation," she said. "It helps to have people to talk to who have been through the same thing."
SECOND STRAIGHT
No stopping Connecticut en route to national title

BY CHUCK SCHOFFNER
ATLANTA — Diana Taurasi ended the Huskies' season on a high note last night in the Georgia Dome.

Taurasi, who averaged 20.1 points per game in her first two years against the Huskies, had 23 points, eight of which came in the last minute to seal the 73-68 win.

"She's a but intense," said Taurasi.

Taurasi was the leading scorer for Connecticut, while Ann Strother and Susan) Shantsky also scored over 20 points each.

Connecticut's defense was solid throughout the game, shutting down Tennessee's offense and holding them to just 32% shooting.

The win marks Connecticut's third national championship in four years and their 10th overall.

 Connecticut guard Ave' Zion Reese poses over Tennessee defenders Shyla Ely and Kara Lawson.

IOWA SPORTS

Today
SOFBALL, Iowa vs. Western Illinois, Field 7, 7 p.m.

FRIDAY
SOFBALL, Iowa vs. Penn State, Field 7, 7 p.m.

Saturday
GAMES, Field 4, Noon - Iowa vs. Illinois State, 3 p.m.

SUPT GuA, Iowa vs. Penn State, Library Field 11, Bm.

Gymnastics, Iowa vs. Penn State, 4:30 p.m., Library Field 11, Bm.

Tennis, Iowa vs. Florida, 3:30 p.m.

Sunday
Tennis, Iowa vs. Ohio State, 11 a.m., 3 p.m.

Baseball, Iowa vs. Ohio State, 1 p.m., 3 p.m.

Softball, Iowa vs. Northern Illinois, 1 p.m., 3 p.m.

Men's basketball, Iowa vs. Illinois State, 7 p.m.

Women's basketball, Iowa vs. Illinois State, 7 p.m.

String of illnesses land goalie for Iowa lacrosse team

The University of Iowa men's and women's lacrosse teams have been hit by a string of illnesses that has forced the cancellation of practice.

Assistant coach Grant Steen, 38, said the team has been hit by a "massive" illness that has affected more than 15 players.

"It's been really tough," Steen said. "We have to keep practicing and getting back on the field.

"We're just trying to get through this as best we can."
Jordan won't return to Bulls

BY TOM WITHERS
ADVANCE NEWS

CHICAGO — Michael Jordan helped build the Chicago Bulls into an NBA dynasty before he left the scene. Now, he doesn't seem to be in any hurry to try to do it again.

Jordan and Sunday that he has no interest in replacing Jerry Krause, who unexpectedly resigned as general manager last week.

"Whatever is going to happen will happen," Jordan said today. "It's just as I said before. I don't have any say in how things are going to work out."

After Jordan left, Krause dismantled the Bulls, who haven't been back to the playoffs since 1994-95. "It's not right," Jordan said in a telephone interview today from Augusta National, where he is waiting to see the Masters play today. "I don't understand how it works."

Jordan indicated he will return to the Bulls, who have asked in the past, and Krause didn't always see eye-to-eye with them when they were together. Jordan ended on bad terms with Krause before the lockout-shortened 1999-2000 season.

After Jordan left, Krause dismantled the Bulls, who haven't been back to the playoffs since 1994-95. "It's not right," Jordan said in a telephone interview today from Augusta National, where he is waiting to see the Masters play today. "I don't understand how it works."

"I didn't let them make their decision," Jordan said. "I didn't tell them what to do, but I didn't just walk away."

Johnson said there may be a chance for the Bulls to get Jordan back. "I'm not sure, but there is a chance," Johnson said. "We have to look at the fact that Michael is a professional athlete and he has the right to do whatever he wants."
The WNBA has been described as "the last great American professional women's league" by various sources. The league was founded in 1999 and is composed of 12 teams, each representing a city or metropolitan area. The league's success has been attributed to increased visibility, marketing, and fan engagement, as well as the growth of women's sports in general.

The WNBA has experienced significant growth in recent years, with an increase in television viewership, social media followers, and attendance at games. The league has also implemented numerous initiatives to support its players, including mental health services, education, and job training programs.

The WNBA has also faced challenges, such as financial instability, player movement, and lack of media coverage. The league has made efforts to address these issues, including negotiating new contracts with media partners and implementing player development programs.

The WNBA has been a platform for female athletes to showcase their skills, inspire future generations, and push for gender equality in sports. The league's impact on the broader sports community and society as a whole cannot be overstated.
**SPORTS**

**UI players endorse game**

Madden was the company's initial football video game, which EA says comes close to the real thing. But the EA representative said Madden is a game of simulation, not of stillness. So for the players on the roster at the height of the spring practices, the game is reproduced along with the coach and the players, he said.

In some instances, data is quite detailed, as it is with players who have been in the game for years. The Noonan's closest player is Richard Dawkins of the Detroit Lions, the team's starting center for the past two years. Dawkins, who played for the Lions, is only two years removed from the team, but he is still playing the game. He said he has been an EA player for the past three years.

"It's a lot of fun to play with Dawkins," Dawkins said. "He's a very good player, and I really enjoy playing with him."

Dawkins also said he enjoys playing with other players from the same team, including quarterback Joey Harrington, running back William Smith, and running back Tiki Barber. Dawkins said he enjoys playing with Harrington because he is a good quarterback, and he enjoys playing with both Barber and Smith because they are good running backs.

Dawkins said he also enjoys playing with players from other teams, including defensive end Tom Jackson of the Atlanta Falcons and running back Walter Payton of the Chicago Bears. Dawkins said he enjoys playing with Jackson because he is a very good defensive end, and he enjoys playing with Payton because he is a very good running back.

Dawkins said he also enjoys playing with players from different positions, including tight end Tony Gonzalez of the Kansas City Chiefs and defensive tackle Warren Sapp of the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. Dawkins said he enjoys playing with Gonzalez because he is a very good tight end, and he enjoys playing with Sapp because he is a very good defensive tackle.

Dawkins said he also enjoys playing with players from different teams, including quarterback John Elway of the Denver Broncos and running back Dante Hall of the Minnesota Vikings. Dawkins said he enjoys playing with Elway because he is a very good quarterback, and he enjoys playing with Hall because he is a very good running back.

Dawkins said he also enjoys playing with players from different years, including running back Emmitt Smith of the Dallas Cowboys and quarterback JohnFACTORY II.

Dawkins said he enjoys playing with Smith because he is a very good running back, and he enjoys playing with Smith because he is a very good quarterback.

Dawkins said he also enjoys playing with players from different positions, including linebacker #10 of the San Francisco 49ers and defensive tackle #90 of the New England Patriots. Dawkins said he enjoys playing with #10 because he is a very good linebacker, and he enjoys playing with #90 because he is a very good defensive tackle.

Dawkins said he also enjoys playing with players from different teams, including quarterback #1 of the New York Giants and running back #21 of the New York Jets. Dawkins said he enjoys playing with #1 because he is a very good quarterback, and he enjoys playing with #21 because he is a very good running back.

Dawkins said he also enjoys playing with players from different years, including quarterback #1 of the New England Patriots and running back #21 of the New York Jets. Dawkins said he enjoys playing with #1 because he is a very good quarterback, and he enjoys playing with #21 because he is a very good running back.

Dawkins said he also enjoys playing with players from different positions, including linebacker #10 of the San Francisco 49ers and defensive tackle #90 of the New England Patriots. Dawkins said he enjoys playing with #10 because he is a very good linebacker, and he enjoys playing with #90 because he is a very good defensive tackle.

Dawkins said he also enjoys playing with players from different teams, including quarterback #1 of the New York Giants and running back #21 of the New York Jets. Dawkins said he enjoys playing with #1 because he is a very good quarterback, and he enjoys playing with #21 because he is a very good running back.

Dawkins said he also enjoys playing with players from different years, including quarterback #1 of the New England Patriots and running back #21 of the New York Jets. Dawkins said he enjoys playing with #1 because he is a very good quarterback, and he enjoys playing with #21 because he is a very good running back.

Dawkins said he also enjoys playing with players from different positions, including linebacker #10 of the San Francisco 49ers and defensive tackle #90 of the New England Patriots. Dawkins said he enjoys playing with #10 because he is a very good linebacker, and he enjoys playing with #90 because he is a very good defensive tackle.
Islanders confident about NHL playoffs

BY IRA PODELL

Hartford, Conn. — In a gesture that could be deemed friendly, the New York Islanders offered a team bus to the New Jersey Devils yesterday for the Devils' road game against the Ottawa Senators.

The New York Islanders' coach was none other than the Devils' coach, who was named the Devils' coach earlier this week.

The Islanders offered the bus for the Devils' road game against the Ottawa Senators.

New Jersey Devils head coach Peter Laviolette said, "We're offering the Islanders a bus for their road games. The Islanders have been very generous to us in the past."
A Photo is Worth A Thousand Words

**SELL YOUR CAR 30 DAYS FOR $40**

(photograph and up to 15 words)

1977 Dodge Van

A good vehicle 

Call our office to set up a time that is convenient for you to bring your car by to be photographed.

Your ad will run for 30 days - for $40

Deadline: 2 days prior to run date desired

For more information contact:
The Daily Iowan Classified Dept.

**IOWA CITY'S MORNING NEWSPAPER**

319-335-5784 or 335-5785
The incident constitutes a nuclear question about the implications of the advanced U.S. troops, who have

Revealed that the attacks in the region were due to a nuclear weapon.

Wednesday, April 24, 2003

by Yoram Peretz

Aries (March 21-April 19): You need to be more tolerant of others for the time being. Expect to go through some personal situations that are stressful. Mind your health.

Taurus (April 20-May 20): You’ll be feeling restless and in need of a change. Or someone will be suggesting that you consider some personal changes. Be open-minded.

Gemini (May 21-June 20): Of those who are looking for a new job, you’ll find the opportunity you’re looking for.

Cancer (June 21-July 22): Someone will come to you today and tell you exactly what you’re feeling. Unexpected opportunities will arise.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): Don’t be afraid to start your own business. It will be an ideal setting to make new connections.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You’ll need to use your imagination, and you may not let others know what’s going on.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Personal problems may appear to be resolved today. If you are external, you will find a solution. Get help if you need it and take your time if you have any important decisions.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): You can make your point if you bring your creative approach. Although not everyone will agree with your point of view, the time is right.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): You’re in a good mood today. You need to rejuvenate and rethink your actions.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): You’ll do well if you keep your commitments. Toronto’s business environment will be solid.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Your imagination will make today a good day. It’s not too late for you to adopt an optimistic approach, and you can overcome any obstacles that are in your way.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): Your drive and determination will turn you into a leader. You’ll be in a mood to get started on your next project.

The Weather

For complete TV listings and program guides, check out Arts and Entertainment at www.dailyjounal.com
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The EOD of Hall 9 is the King of Disguise Tactics.
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Just take my compass and you’ll be lost.
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